This is a little tuto ‘low cost’ and ecological for all
the moms to be who wants a souvenir of their
tummy :). I’ve tested it and it works well.

To make it :
For the flour glue :
● flour
● water
● sugar
For the slices :
● Toilet paper roll
● slices of paper (like advertising flyers)

Step 1 : Preparation
The glue : 100% ecolo !! :)
Put one glass of flour in a pan, add a coffee spoon of sugar and
bake two minutes. Then add a glass of water, mix well while it
slowly bakes. It should be like a kind of pancakes batter.
Let cool down.

The slices :
Cut some paper slices, same length than the tummy and three
fingers width.
Reinforced the toilet paper by making slice of eight pieces, folded
in two. I have a little tummy for 36 weeks of pregnancy so
calculate it before :) start with five pieces of toilet paper than
you put on your tummy to see if the length is good.
Make +/- ten slices to be sure it would be strong enough.

Step 2 : ‘Collage’
Start with the toilet paper : with a clean paintbrush, moisten the
tummy. Start by the foot of the tummy, ‘stick’ one slice, moisten
the slice and do it from the bottom to the top of the tummy.
Then, put some flour glue on the paper slices, and stick the paper
slices on the toilet paper slices already done. You can put some
flour glue on the paper slices too, when they are on the tummy.

Then, put again some toilet paper slices on the paper slices, just
by moistening them.

Step 3 : Drying
On the tummy, the molding have to dry at least an half hour .
Sit next a heat radiator or source of heat. If you have a
hairdryer you can use it to accelerate the drying.
Then, the molding comes out alone, by keeping the shape of the
tummy.
In order not to stay during hours waiting for the molding to dry,
put the molding on a kind of big bowl, and let it dry for at
least 5 hours next the heat source
. (I let it dry during 24
hours)

Drying next the coal stove

For a DIY ‘low cost’, I’m statisfied of the result, in the next
tuto I’ll paint it and will create a stand :)

